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ABSTRACT 

THE HISTORY AND PROCESS OF HOOVER POWER ALLOCATION: 

THE CASE OF ARIZONA POST-2017 

by 

Ellen Louise Hill 

Bachelor of Science in Agribusiness Economics and Management 

The Honors College at The University of Arizona 

May 2015 

The western regionofthe United States would no~ have developed without proper water 
. ~ . . 

development and management. The use of dams and other public works have developed ways of 

managing the West's natural water resources and its hydroelectric power. This paper exphiins 

the full history of how the West came to be United States territory and how water management 

developed in the West. Once a federal organization was set in place to control the water of the 

West, public works projects began to take shape in order to harness rivers, especially the 

Colorado River, for productive use in agriculture throughout the year. The paper goes into depth 

as to how he Hoover Dam was a major building block for control over the Colorado River. It not 

only held back the water, but also created clean, cheap power for the states of Arizona, 

California, and Nevada. The Arizona Power Authority allocates power for Arizona and they are 

currently in the process of determining who is eligible to receive power distribution for the post-

2017 era. This process will be discussed in length and analysis as to what is best for the overall 

economic benefit for the state of Arizona. 
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CHATERONE 

THE EXPANSION OF THE WEST 

From the begi1ming of history, people have been known to colonize around water 

sources. One example is Mesopotamia; translated from Greek to mean "between two rivers" 

because of the location to the Tigris-Euphrates River (Mark 2009). Mesopotamia, present-day 

Iraq, was home to the ancient cities of Babylon and the regions of Sumer. This area is known as 

the bilihplace of civilization because people transformed from nomads to people of organization, 

technology, and intelligence. They were able to build homes and civilized life due, in part, to the 

water source that flowed through and around their cities. This strategic placement for villages 

and tribes was vital to human existence. In addition to ancient communities in the. modern day 

Middle East, other parts of the woH~· show a history of native people congregating around water 

sources. One place in particular would be the west~rn region of North America, or more 

specifically, the western region of the United States of America. 

Native Americans are believed to have colonized the Americas approximately 12,000 

years ago by way of the land bridge between Siberia and Alaska (Lovgren 2003). These tribes 

then migrated south to North and South America. Along the way, they established villages 

beside natural water resources. In order to establish a thriving community, tribes chose to live 

where their basic needs were within a reasonable distance. One of these basic needs was water 

and that is why several tribes found it advantageous to live along the banks of the Colorado 

River and its tributaries. Once they were strategically located to the water, they could begin 

harnessing it for the benefit of their society. This meant utilizing water to produce more food 

and tradable crops in order to create an efficient agrarian society. From these simple systems, 

tribes were able to expand and build "more complex projects, [especially] as the climate became 
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hotter and drier" (Maugh II 2009). With more understanding of water resources, the Native 

Americans were able to channel water for their benefit and their advancement of agricultural. 

These Native Americans were the first to inhabit this land and its resources, but they were soon 

joined, in the late 161
h century, by countries of Europe (Spain, France, and England) that started 

to explore this New World and would eventually obtain territories in the West. 

In 1776, when the U.S. declared independence from Britain, it only consisted of thirteen 

colonies along the Atlantic coast. During this time, it was a vulnerable new country and had to 

fight for its survival. One way it sought to reassure its independence and continue to grow in 

military and economic power was by expanding its territory by acquiring land. The country 

started by continuing to acquire land along the east coast of North America. When cities became 

overpopulated and the newly elected democratic government saw opportunities to expand, it did. 

One of these first opportunities of great note was the Louisiana Purchase of 1803. The French 

had regained control of and settled a large portion of land. In order to change control of the 

situation, President Thomas Jefferson, and his Secretary of State James Madison, decided to 

begin diplomatic negotiations with the French. Still a very new country compared to the Old 

World, the United States did not want to be too aggressive, therefore the Jefferson 

Administration went about acquiring this land through ways of honorable business practices. 

With other demanding issues in French tenitories (i.e. Haiti), Napoleon did not have the 

resources to securely manage his land base in North America. Therefore, he approached his 

Foreign Minister about selling the Louisiana Tenitory. The Foreign Minister then approached 

James Monroe, a political ally of Thomas Jefferson, traveling in Paris at the time. After 

negotiations, the U.S. Senate ratified the purchase in October of 1803 and the United States had 

the potential to be a thriving force in North America. (see Figure 1) 
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Figure ]_ Current United States territory after Louisiana Purchase of 1803 

However, the Spanish territory of Florida was not part of the Louisiana Purchase and 

there were conflicts between the U.S. and Spain as to where boundaries were to lie. With 

continued discussion and Spain being preoccupied with revolutions in Latin America, the U.S. -

led military forces into Florida (Library of Congress 2009). In 1819, Spain agreed to the 

Transcontinental Treaty that would establish a boundary of the Louisiana Purchase and turned 

the Florida territory over to the U.S. This treaty was officially ratified in 1821 and during this 

same year, Mexico gained its independence from Spain. 

With an independent Mexico sitting across the southern border and along the western 

side of the United States' territory, confrontations between the two countries spiraled. In 1846, 

the United States declared war on Mexico (Library of Congress 2009). Two years later, Mexico 

ceded approximately 500,000 square miles (see Figure 2) to the United States and the boundary 

with Mexico was adjusted again in 1853 with the Gadsden Purchase. 
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Figure 2. Territory ceded from Mexico and Mexico boundary established with Gadsden Purchase 

The United States also had to worry about Great Britain posing a threat as it controlled 

the Oregon territory in the Pacific Notihwest corner of the soon to be U.S. territory. In 1843, 

there was itrunigration along the Oregon Trail to the Territory, thus making it an eminent issue 

for Congress to discuss (Office of the Historian 2009). After some deliberations with the British 

Prime Minister and his officials, "President James Polk ... proposed a settlement on the 49 degree 

line". Minor modifications were made and the Senate ratified the treaty in 1846, giving the 

United States more land and more strength. 

Through all of these acquisitions, the United States was able to gain the land for what is 

known today as the West. "The U.S. Census Bureau defines the West as including 13 states: 

[Alaska], Arizona, California, Colorado, [Hawaii], Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, 

Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming" (Kenney 2). However, when these states were first 

recognized, they were simply just land. Most of them still had Native Americans living in the 

territory and it took decades for development and progress to be seen by its inhabitants and the 

rest of the country. It is important to note that the western portion of the United States was not 
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always as populated as it is now. This area of the country did not always have sprawling cities 

and vast amounts of urban areas. It took a century and great effort by American citizens, private 

companies, and the government to grow the West into the prosperous society it is today. 

Once the land area was under the control of the federal or state governments, the 

development process could begin. The first step in development was having U.S. citizens move 

westward. Having the land would not do the U.S. any good if its citizens were not occupying the 

soil. There were several reasons people started moving west: an overcrowded East Coast, the 

idea of Manifest Destiny, their own religion, the Homestead Act of 1862 and various other 

motivations or incentives. As peopled started to populate the few cities on the East Coast, living 

conditions began to decline and urban areas were crowded. People saw the West as a vast area 

of open property and a way to escape the industrial life of East Coast cities. 

The idea of moving westward was even greater when paired with the idea of Manifest 

Destiny. It was in 1845, in a New York newspaper, that John L. O'Sullivan gave the expansion 

to the West the majestic name of manifest destiny. His description was that "Our manifest 

destiny is to overspread the continent allotted by the Providence for the free development of our 

yearly multiplying millions" (Mintz and McNeil 2013). This spirit and inspiration that people 

had a right to move from their homes in the East to make sure every inch of the continent was 

populated with U.S. citizens gained momentum throughout the late 19th century. 

In addition to the simple idea of occupying every acre across the continent, people moved 

west for religious reasons. It was not just the idea of moving to a foreign place in the U.S. that 

enticed people; it was the foreign people as well. The west was known for untouched, 

unexplored Native American civilizations and some religious citizens took it as their duty to 

enlighten this foreign population. It was for this reason that many missionaries moved west and 
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ended up staying to create their own civilization on the western half of the United States. For 

example, take the Latter Day Saints that have an enormous concentration in the state of Utah. 

So, for one reason or another, people packed up everything they could carry and moved to an 

unfamiliar territory. 

In addition to the personal sentiments people had about movmg to the West, the 

government furthered the expeditions and the expansions by granting land to citizens willing to 

move West of the Mississippi River. President Abraham Lincoln signed the Homestead Act of 

1862 that granted pioneers and their families 160 acres with few limitations. Citizens simply had 

to prove that they were 21 years or older and that they were willing to improve the land for at 

least five years. For people living in an overpopulated city, in a small apartment barely escaping 

factory smog of the Industrial Revolution, the Homestead Act was extremely appealing. This 

program only asked that citizens file for an application, file for the title deed, and improve the 

land (National Archives 2010). In a sense, the government would give them free land and all 

people had to do was clear the land, build a home, and improve the land. This helped expansion 

towards the West and gave people incentive to settle and improve the land west of the 

Mississippi River. The Homestead Act also gave an incentive towards agriculture. With little to 

no civilization in the western portion of the United States, people had to rely on the simple ways 

of agriculture to start their lives and build up and outward from there. However, once people 

made their way to their 160 acres of "free" government land, they found it to be a very difficult 

life. The Homestead Act allowed people to continue moving west and gathering land lasted for 

over a hundred years and was fmally repealed in 1976, when it was seen that it was no longer 

needed for the economic development for the Western states. 
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At one point in United States' history, it was "the American Dream" to move Westward 

and find treasure only of one's wildest imaginations. This is the founding ideal for the 

"California Gold Rush". This "Gold Rush" began in 1848 when an agriculturalist found a gold 

nugget in a river near Sacramento, California (Harvard 2015). People flocked to mining not only 

in California, but Arizona and other areas of the West. Americans dreamt of finding the hidden 

gold, silver, and other valuable elements in order to live lavishly in the West. As people learned 

about the supposed riches in the West, people abandoned their East Coast lives in pursuit of 

treasures along the unmarked trail to the Pacific Ocean. However, when it was finally realized 

that only a small percentage of people were able to make their living off mining gold and silver, 

strategic moves had to be made in order to sustain life. This meant building civilized towns that 

could withstand the heat and aridness of an .unfamiliar Western territory and all its inhabitants. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLORADO RIVER 

"A mighty river; now a source of destruction, 

is to be curbed and put to work in the interests of society. " 

U.S. Senate Committee on Irrigation, 1928 

Again, history repeated itself as people started to build up towns not only around mining 

areas, but around a more impmiant resource; water. Water development and management was 

what brought life to the West in the 20th century and there was one water source in particular that 

would become the lifeline t9 dozens of modern cities: the Colorado River. 

The Colorado River has millions of years of history and is the backbone to many 

tributaries that flow throughout the western portion of the United States of America. It is this 

mighty river that carved the majestic walls of the Grand Canyon that now stand approximately 

4,000 feet above the river rapids. These millions of gallons of water not only shaped one of the 

Seven Wonders of the World, but also helped shape the modern day life in the West. By 

witnessing the power that this river held, many men wanted to try and control it and use it in 

their own favor. 

This concept gave rise to the development and management of water resources 

throughout the Western portion of the United States. With limited water resources, but such 

mighty power coming from rivers, the federal government stepped in to create policies in order 

to develop and manage water resources for the West. Once public policy was set in place, the 
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federal government could give implementation responsibilities to state governments, private 

companies and even individual citizens. 

As stated earlier, people came west and needed to be re-rooted in agriculture in order to 

make a life for themselves and their families. However, limited precipitation and water 

resources made it hard for settlers to grow crops and provide a sustainable life. For the majority 

of agriculture in the West, settlers required irrigation. When they first established their property, 

they "simply dive1ied water from streams" (Bureau of Reclamation 2006), but this arrangement 

would not last and the need for more water grew and grew. With more and more people moving 

to the West, the demand started to outweigh the supply and the simple technology of diverting 

stream water. So settlers wanted to stmi storing the excess run off water fr()m raip.s and snows 

during wetter parts of the year. In order to do this, westerners called upon the Federal 

Government. They had already helped subsidize different types of transportation west and the 

settlers called upon Congress to help with water management. Without a steady flow of water 

throughout the year, the West would never develop economically. 

The Federal Government answered this call and passed the Reclamation Act of 1902. 

However, government assistance came at a price; water users had to repay construction costs for 

the benefits that they would receive. This reclamation was to mean, "irrigation would 'reclaim' 

arid lands for human use" (Bureau of Reclamation 2006). Many believe that this would also aid 

in the "homemaking" of the West. Numerous people moved West with the help of the 

Homestead Act, but they needed continued help to make their dry lands livable. This 

Reclamation Act aided the Homestead Act in making the 160 acres of government land more 

appropriate for productive humm1 use. In 1907, the Reclamation Services became an 
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independent bureau within the Department of Interior and has continued to be a valuable player 

in Western water management. 

One of the ways that the Bureau of Reclamation became valuable to the citizens in the 

West was due to their public projects. One of the biggest projects the Bureau of Reclamation 

needed to work on was the uncontrollable Colorado River. This was a lifeline that runs 1,450 

miles long throughout the West (see Figure 3) and even parts of Mexico (National Geographic 

2015). However, settlers had not learned how to control it; they simply learned to live with the 

floods and droughts that went on season after season. 
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Figure 3. Colorado River Basin with dam locations and Colorado contributories 
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Thousands of years before white settlers came west, the Hohokam people learned to 

divert water from smaller tributaries of the Colorado River, the Salt and Gila Rivers. This 

civilization ebbed and flowed with the nature of the river, but with new management in the West, 

it was time to take "a mighty river .. . and put it to work in the interests of society" (Hoover 

1928). 

In the late 1800s, Major John Wesley Powell led a river expedition through the Grand 

Canyon of the Colorado and after this fateful trip he became a more proponent of large water 

projects for the West. He "saw the potential for large water projects to supply lower river lands 

with a well-regulated supply of water" (Bureau of Reclamation 2006). It was this exploration 

that spurred Congress into endorsing the irrigation of arid lands in the West. However, it was the 

actions of President Theodore Roosevelt that gave the Bureau of Reclamation the power it 

needed to start "reclaiming" the underdeveloped resources the· West's temperate and dry climate. 

The Bureau had many issues to deal with in the West with some of the most useful being 

dam construction projects. Building dams was to be a huge undertaking, but "the agency was 

charged with helping open the West through the development of irrigated agriculture" and they 

needed to use every idea possible to best improve disbursement of water throughout this area. 

Even though, these grand plans of controlling water needed to set into motion, nothing could be 

done before the Federal Government legally knew whose water was being controlled. Water 

rights between the seven states of the Colorado River basin needed to be resolved before the 

Bureau of Reclamation could make any plans about damming or diverting any water source. 

The Colorado River basin states decided to meet in order to agree in advance upon their 

respective rights, but their conversations yielded no discemable answer. Therefore, the Federal 

Representative for this meeting, Herbe1i Hoover, presented what is known today as the Hoover 
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Compromise. This agreement "proposed that the water be apportioned to two groups, the Upper 

and the Lower Basin States, and the division of water between the individual States of each basin 

would be left for future agreement" (Bureau of Reclamation 2006). With this settlement, 

"Congress passed and President Calvin Coolidge signed the Swing-Johnson bill, better known as 

the Boulder Canyon Project Act" (Online Nevada Encyclopedia 2014). 

After this understanding, the next task that lay before the Bureau of Reclamation was to 

physically locate the darn, now known as the Hoover Darn. As stated above, the Bureau of 

Reclamation worked on several projects to improve irrigation for agriculture throughout the 

Western United States, but in the early 1920s, the Hoover Darn was the most important project 

on the agenda. 

Before construction took place in the location in Boulder Canyon, "Secretary of the 

Interior Ray Lyman Wilbur announced [in 1931] that [the darn] would be built in Black Canyon 

due to the fault at the upper end of Boulder Canyon and greater storage capacity" (1). As a result 
- -

of having the Hoover Dan1 placed in Black Canyon, it created one of the world's largest man-

made lakes: Lake Meade (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Hoover Dam location relative to Lake Meade and Boulder Canyon 
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With the location completely finalized, the U.S. Government awarded, at the time, the 

largest labor contract in United States history to six companies from San Francisco that 

amounted to $48,890,995.50 (Online Nevada Encyclopedia 2014). The labor contract was 

signed and construction began in 1931, with the United States already two years into the Great 

Depression. This project was able to start employing thousands of men, giving hope to many 

families during a period of the harshest unemployment rates the country had seen thus far in its 

short history. Since the Boulder Canyon Project Act became a gigantic public works project, it 

was not only under jurisdiction of the Bureau of Reclamation, but also under of the American 

Public Works Association (American Public Works Association 2015). The project was able to 

combine employment with the need for water regulation along the Colorado River. Since the 

project was employing thousands of Americans in a location with little civilization, people "lived 

in jerry-rigged dwellings in makeshift tent camps next to the river" at the beginning of 

construction (Online Nevada Encyclopedia 2014). Engineers knew that the continued years of 

construction called for a more sustainable living environment for workers and their families. A 

town site was chosen from federal land that was on a plateau 1,800 feet above the Colorado 

River (The Bureau of Reclamation 2006). Here, temperatures and living conditions were more 

tolerable as the new town was able to grow from land leases and permits granted by the Bureau 

of Reclamation. The town was named Boulder City in honor of the Boulder Canyon Project. 

With these simple accommodations, the addition of private business and utilities, Boulder City 

had a population of more than 6,000 people by 1934 and continued to grow even after 

construction ceased. 

Building appropriate living quarters for workers was not the only issue that accompanied 

a dam location of such secluded nature. At the time, there were no roads, railways or paths to the 
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canyon to accommodate such an industrial feat. "Construction materials would be required in 

quantities never before shipped to a single construction job" and that meant sufficient roads 

needed to be put in place before materials could be delivered to the construction site (The Bureau 

of Reclamation 2006). Roads and railroad lines were laid and finally, the Bureau of Reclamation 

only had one more obstacle before concrete for the dam foundation could be poured: diverting 

the river. The river's water fluctuation and the narrow width of the canyon made diverting the 

river a difficult task for engineers (The Bureau of Reclamation 2006). It was decided that "four 

diversion tunnels were cut over a period of a year through the bedrock of Black Canyon [and 

when complete], they were lined with concrete (Online Nevada Encyclopedia 2014). The tunnel 

excavation continued until November 1933 and was incorporated into the dam's operations when 

they were no longer needed to dive1i water (The Bur_eau ofRec.lamation 2006). Two outer 

tunnels created the major spillway outlets and allowed water to be diverted and collect in a 

reservoir. Each spillway was designed for the volume of floodwaters to pass through without 

harming the actual dam (National Park Service 2014). The ilmer tunnels would carry that water 

from the reservoir and create a flow of water for the power plant (The Bureau of Reclamation 

2006). 

With the massive Colorado water force diverted through concrete tunnels, the foundation 

of the dam could proceed. Workers scaling the canyon walls removed loose rock (The Bureau of 

Reclamation 2006). "The first bucket of concrete was placed on June 6, 1933" and the 

foundation began to rise. Concrete trucks were on strict time schedules to pour concrete around 

the clock as laborers worked 24 hours a day to make sure approximately 160,000 cubic yards of 

concrete were able to be poured into the dam each month (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Nighttime construction of the Hoover Dam 

The concrete continued to pour until May 29, 1935 (The Bureau of Reclamation 2006). 

However, timing was not the only issue because engineers had to develop a way for the concrete 

to cool. It was suspected that without a specific cooling process, it would take the enom1ous 

amount of concrete one hundred years to cool, and it would eventually crack, rendering this 

endeavor completely useless (Online Nevada Encyclopedia 2014). The solution was to "build in 

pier-like columns and cool the concrete by running ice cold water through pipes embedded in the 

blocks" (The Bureau of Reclamation 2006). Even as gaps appeared between the blocks, cement 

grout was pumped in combing the entire structure to make it one complete configuration. With 

the addition of pipe sections and the concrete to fill out the dam's crest, construction was 

complete by the srumner of 1936. The job that the U.S. government allotted seven years to 

finish, only took five years due to the "efficient personnel, innovative teclmiques, the finest 
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equipment of the time, and detailed planning before the start of construction" (The Bureau of 

Reclamation 2006). 

At this point, the darn was successful in controlling the river's indecisive nature, but there 

was still one more purpose of the darn that needed to be completed: hamessing the water to 

produce hydroelectric power. This type of power generated by the Hoover Darn is a pollution

free and low-cost electrical power source (The Bureau of Reclamation 2006). During the time of 

193 6 and 1961, the Hoover Darn Powerplant installed 1 7 commercial generating units as the 

demand in the southwest for power continued to grow. These units have a capacity of2,078 

mega-watts and generate upwards of four billion kilowatt hours of electricity per year. It is this 

power that helps provide electricity to millions of Americans in California, Nevada and Arizona. 

The energy is provided through long-term contracts that effectively began from 1937 to 1987 and 

renewed to be currently held from 1987 to 2017. It is the revenue from the power contracts that 

have repaid the original construction costs set forth by the United States Govermnent in 1937 

and they also continue to pay for day-to-day maintenance of the Hoover Darn (The Bureau of 

Reclamation 2006). 

The energy produced by the Hoover Darn is divided between fifteen principal contractors 

across the three states of California, Nevada and Arizona. This paper will focus on the 18.9527 

percent of Hoover Darn power that is allocated throughout the state of Arizona by the Arizona 

Power Authority. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DEFINING THE ARIZONA POWER AUTHORITY 

All electric energy or power coming under authority jurisdiction and all property acquired by it 
shall be public property, and as such shall have the tax exemptions, 

rights and privileges granted to operating units. 
§30-1 02. Arizona power authority; powers and jurisdiction 

As stated in the above quote, the Arizona Power Authority (referred to as the Authority or 

A.P.A.) has legal jurisdiction and administrative oversight for the hydroelectric power produced 

from the Hoover Dam power plant in regards to the percentage of power allotted to the state of 

Arizona. This organization functions as an entity of the Arizona state government in order to 

distribute the low-cost hydroelectric power to the benefit of the state. "Within the scope of [this] 

management, AP A cooperates with federal, state, and non-govenunental agencies to address 
~; 

regulatory and environmental matters that impact electric and water uses of the Colorado ·River. 

In addition, the AP A serves as an informational resource for its customers on electricity 

utilization. APA is not subject to appropriation" (Mulholland 2010). 

The Authority was established after the Boulder Canyon Project Act was formed at the 

federal level (Authority 2015). When the Hoover Dam power plant was producing hydroelectric 

power for the states of Arizona, California and Nevada, a process for allocation and regulation 

still had not been established. There was not a sufficient infrastructure within the state 

governments to handle the fair distribution oflow-cost power. Therefore, in 1944, the Arizona 

State Legislature created the Arizona Power Authority. It was to be an entity charged with the 

responsibility of acquiring and marketing Arizona's share of Hoover power. A year later, the 

Authority gained a contractual agreement with the Bureau of Reclan1ation for Arizona's share of 

the Hoover Dam power. The Authority later agreed to adhere to the federal transmission system 
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set forth by United States code, Title 16 Chapter 12G §838b, establishing the Secretary of 

Energy as the administrator for an stable form of electrical transmission to customers (Cornell 

University Law School2015). In accordance with the agreement, the Authority received its first 

delivery of low-cost hydroelectric power from the Hoover Dam Powerplant in 1951. Later, in 

1977, the "Western Area Power Administration (Western) became the federal agency responsible 

for the transmission of federal power and the administration of federal power contracts" 

(Authority 20 15). Western falls under federal jurisdiction as a branch of the United States 

Department of Energy and has the responsibility for marketing power for the majority of the 

Western United States. "The service area encompasses a 15-state region [for] the central and 

western [portion of] the United Sates" (Western Area Power Administration 2015). 

It was during the last 1970s when Western began to evaluate a new marketing plan for 

the Hoover Dam power because its original power contracts would expire in May of 1987 

(Authority 2015). It was this process that brought forth the Hoover Power Plant Act of 1984. 

This legislation authorized the uprating program, initiated the visitor facilities program, gave the 

Secretary of Interior authority to create a bridge crossing, amended the Colorado River Basin 

Project Act of 1968 and the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928, reserved Schedule A energy of 

long term contingent capacity and associated firm energy for renewal contract offers, allotted 

portions of Schedule B energy (long term contingent capacity and associated firm energy 

resulting from uprating program), and allotted Schedule C (excess) energy (US Bureau of 

Reclamation). 

This act allowed the Authority to obtain "an Electric Service Contract dated June 1987 

with Western to receive Arizona's allocation of Schedule A and B power and C energy from the 

Hoover Dam" (Authority). This amount of allotted power and energy is distributed to 39 power 
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customers throughout the state of Arizona (Authority). The customers (see figure 6) consist of 

cities and towns, irrigation districts, electrical districts, and conservation districts (Authority). 

Schedule of Capacity and Energy Sales Year Ending June 30, 2007 
July 1. 2006 thru June 30, 2007 

Aver.:~gt Bilnng Energy 
Dt!lnand tl<Wl oelrverf>d (kWh) Sales($) 

s..lo of Hydro Power 

~t.d..J lrfl9lucn !.1t:st:1t~ UB 1().99S,OOO s 1~7,.381 

~r:J. '•'d!D)' rngahD:l & ~rhl~ bt!;a·k: 578 -'i,f.::.B.OOG 40,07S 

etxkt!)'C \'.l;~tcr CCO$C'l\'tttion Oi1:rict ..a~-- 8.91~.000 s 184,!11!1 

CC'!'1t:!>tl AfO'ON h\101tl:'f' CCO'"'..fl'V:Stlor.'l Dlr;~nrt 1'1a,.556 u~.l!H,OOO s S, $()4.~~71 

Ch~n<frr Height> <Juus lrng•""n Dounct h82 Vl64,000 $ hl.Ol6 
.:Ort.uo-Y..r.11"l.3 trt:JJ"bo:1 ~';net 1~1,:, 1 l8.5B,OOO $ ~n..)~a 

Bed11Coll Ols!ro:t No. l , Pinol l4.8Sl ~(,100,1)~1) $ 1,24£.,.8~ 

~'til~ Cetnct No. 3, Pl!l;]l !1.Z7l Sl,£9/,000 s t.6&.l,.619 

Ho::lrit.>l tk.tro.:1 No. J, ?t1ol 11)1&, 5S_.Cf:l.i,OOO s. 1,17!Pl7 

!k<tric..l O.SU11ct No, S, r,.,al 9,846 .U,J/4,000 s 93$<9,-6 

tkctric.31 ~100 ho.. s. ~.4nt:OF>J ;SO 1,046,000 t,UG6 
S«:ttic..l Datn<:tl;o. €, •mol 3)!~0 17,l!&7,000 s H4,)~ 

Bo-:tric.>l C.St!ld r.o. 1, ~-itopa $_3.1$ ll,C!l.!!,!Y.JO '$ ~78.~19 

Bcoctric.ol C.Smct No. 1!, .,.,,,.;capa 14,t~6 51.~?1.000 s 1,174.~71 

Harqua~ V£ry POO.\'er Ois.-:t:id .1"6 1.34'!1,000 s 157 •.. N5 

t .. ta.ticap..l Ca.Jn~y V .J:ru~ Waler l.!i$:nd 'Jo~ 1 6,3S9 JS.7.JS,OOO Gla,.!l6g 

McMt.den ~C'"J 1/,':tcr Coo~n·. Ot".ltn.!ge Drst.. 4,8"1 11\,.903,000 s ~.310 

0:-cnf.o \'ia~er (m!<cr.";l~kJn im:t 1,769 1.4 1S,ooo s 15~,.2i!O 

t).;~ Creek lrng.::1acn [lt~trir:t ~71 l,fS7.ooo s as.os2 
ltoom""' lrti;~>li1:<1 D~tio. 1,!01!7 t4 .. .!S5.rou s 286,.~1!> 

JUxB.e+Joet 1-N~er Com.et\'3':U:n Dhlrk:~ !Jl}!:, !!.~51.1YJ0 s !9i:!_101 

!>.>!lllP.••""'O!<"t 2~ll~2 100,9!7,000 $ ~.l9Uol 

SoJa T.JrJ I 1t1301~•:m be1n: t lJ8 ,SO-:I,OOO $ ll,1U 

5o).ocrbol lrr19>ticn b C:..amg" C.SU>."t ~~.s 4,20<1,000 s 18,lS4 

roo~, Jr~icn 08flict ,061 4,70~.000 s 99~4!;6 

\";;cltt01~\!~hJ'A~ lrl1Qtl1'on b: t)r;:)n;,gJ: ~1m::t ),US 8,.,0l,OOU s 1S4,0S9 

Cieyo' (';,gc l ll.l !!37,0!JO $ 20;5&1 

Otyo' S.:.h:ml 1,1!!1 1,937,000 s fA •• n8 

faNTl ol Jh.>tclu:r liS! 1.007,1):)1) s 3~,1lM 

fa11n of \'t.>kkc.rJ:r.Jrg o7'i> l. 91,000 $ 51~]1)(1 

Ai: ·Oun b:h:m (o::nrr Jnit-1 0 () 

Aft=oN Hc:ctri: Ptrr.•er (ocpc.'!!>ltl'o(J: 0 I) 

An:::ol'\l ,P.Jblic 'Semce Co~'!l;my 0 I) s 
Cl<c<:flS Utliti"" Comp.>ITf 0 !) s 
fr.yo5M~ 0 () s 
lettoo.'l o•odh.tm UtlJtil!s .CuL.'iori:t;~ 0 () $ 
S.O Carlo> Proj«:t 0 {) ~ 

f\r,:l0!;\1 EI~CII!: l'll'AU CllMp;:rr1· 0 D 

tt>U>I Hyrlrt> Power 5.>lo5 Z76,.S!!2 70~.407,000 $18,.137,11S8 

!"obi Ncl Prio r Yur AdJIUsl:ment (fY07 Accrualt $(1,.2119,9.U) 

~obi ~uppl"""""bl Power Sole> 5211,29& 4$,421,000 :sr.,o.l4,4o~ 

Other E:IKtrk :services_ lncom~"'· SS,419,4$2 

Tt>U>I Power Income S2tl,l00,982' 

Figure 6. List of AP A Customers and Sales for post-1987 Hoover power contracts 

The decisions as to how allocations of the previously stated energy are determined by the 

Arizona Power Authority Commission (refened to as 'Commission'). According to Arizona 
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State Law, the Commission consists of five electors appointed by the govemor. In order to be a 

qualified elector, one must have business and administrative experience. An elector must not 

hold any other salaried public office or be associated with another organization that sells or 

distributes power for profit. Once appointed to the commission, a member serves a term of six 

consecutive years, but can be removed by the govemor for cause (§30-105). The current 

Arizona Power Authority Commission consists of Chainnan Stephen M. Brophy, Vice Chairman 

Joe Albo, Commissioner Dalton Cole, Commissioner Russell Jones, and Commissioner Richard 

Walden. All of the Authority's cmTent commissioners have extensive experience within various 

types of Arizona businesses. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE HOOVER POWER ALLOCATION POST -2017 PROCESS 

The current Hoover Power contracts are officially void in 2017, but discussion as to new 

contract agreements started years before that expiration date. According to Chairman Brophy, 

this process started with lobbying for new legislature. With a number meetings, discussions, and 

congressional votes, the Hoover Power Allocation Act of 2011 was signed by President Barack 

Obama on December 20, 2011. This is federal legislation that amended and added to the Hoover 

Power Plant Act of 1984. One of the most important additions made to this act was ScheduleD 

Power: a long-term resource pool of contingent capacity and associated firm energy for new 

allottees. 

The Hoover Power Plant Act of 1984 defined Schedule A power, Schedule B power and 

Schedule C excess energy. The Hoover Power Allocation Act of2011 expands on these 

schedules to add Schedule D power because based on the uprating plan, there will be more 

power allotted for the next cycle of power contracts. The Arizona Power Authority will be 

allocated 11.1 percent of the schedule D power for customers not already in possession of a 

power contract with the Authority, with the expectation of federally recognized Indian Tribes 

(Hoover Power Allocation Act of2011). If the scheduleD power is not allocated and placed 

under contract by October 1, 2017, it will be distributed to the schedule A and schedule B 

contractors in the same proportion as those contractors' allocations of schedule A and schedule B 

contingent capacity and finn energy. 

Once the Hoover Power Allocation Act was passed, the Arizona Power Authority started 

drafting their Public Information and Comment Draft Plan (Final Draft Plan) for the Hoover 
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Power Allocation Post-2017. The purpose of this document is for the authority to provide a 

power allocation plan that is open to the public for commentary and recommendations. The 

Final Draft Plan was edited several times, each time after the commission's executive session 

and a session open to the public. During the draft process, the authority did not state any initial 

decision made by the authority. Due to time constraints written within the law for power 

allocation, the Final Draft Plan was part of the Preliminary Process. The Preliminary Process 

involved meetings with the public, drafting an allocation plan and defining the authority's 

rationale for potential decisions. This drafting process allowed the authority to carefully discuss 

an allocation plan with the public without being under strict time constraints. 

Once a Final Draft Plan was settled, the authority made notice that long-term power was 

available to eligible applicants or prospective Purchasers. An application for Electric Service for 

Post-2107 Hoover Power Allocation needed to be submitted to the authority's office no later than 

5:00pm on April27, 2015 (Authority 2015). With this rumouncement, the Arizona Power 

Authority entered the Formal Process that is held under strict regulatory guidelines. "No later 

than 60 days after the deadline for receipt of Long-term Power applications, the Authority must 

notify interested parties of the nrunes of the prospective Purchasers that are eligible to receive an 

allocation ofLong-tenn Power" (Final Draft Plan 2/16/2015). In addition, the Authority must 

issue a "draft form of contract" no more thru1 90 days after it has received a prospective 

Purchaser's application for Long-term Power. After the notice of all nrunes that are eligible to 

receive allocation, the prospective Purchasers are obligated to apply for a Power Purchase 

Certificate. "Not earlier than ten days, but not more than 30 days, the Authority must hold a 

hearing on the prospective Purchaser's Power Purchase Certificate" (Final Draft Plan 

2/16/2015). In addition to the timeline that sets in after a notice of Long-term Power is made 
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public, a different timeline of 60 days begins when the Authority provides a preliminary proposal 

at the public information Conference. The "continuance" of the public information Conference 

can be more widely interpreted and that is why the Authority must vigilantly adhere to the 

restrictions triggered by a notice of Long-term Power. 

As regulatory guidelines are followed, the Authority also needs to fairly allocate certain 

amounts of power to their customers. Under Title 30, "the Authority should distribute power "in 

an equitable manner so as to render the greatest public service and at levels calculated to 

encourage the widest practical use" (Final Draft Plan 2116/2015). This must be done fairly, but 

also by following several preferences that have been outlined in state law. The preference for 

Schedule A power, if there is an insufficient amount of power supplies for pending power 

- . 

applications, set forth by TitleJO distributes power in the following manner: (1) districts; (2) 

incorporated cities or towns, or cooperatives subject to a limitation; (3) applicants other than 

districts using power primarily for irrigation or drainage or both; or if none of the first three 

categories apply, ( 4) any qualified applicant". The only preference stated for Schedule B in the 

Final Draft Plan would be under Title 45 stating that "the Authority must grant non tax-exempt 

public utilities an option to purchase up to 25 percent of the Schedule B resource". In addition to 

preference allocation, if Schedule D-2 power is not allocated to appropriate applicants, it must be 

disposed of proportionally between Schedule A and Schedule B power. Due to a total of 11,510 

kW for the D-2 capacity, there would be 8,542 kW distributed to Schedule A/non-uprating 

facilities and 2,968 kW would be attributed to Schedule B/ up-rating facilities. 

As of right now, the Authority has five alternatives that will potentially guide their 

methodology for allocation. Alternative 1 (see Figure 7-10) has been commented as the best 

plan of allocation by 14 Arizona Power Authority customers, but all of the alternatives to the 
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current contract plan are simple conjectures and when the Authority receives all applications by 

May 18, 2015, the commission will have a better idea as to what alternatives would provide the 

best allocation for their specific customers for the contracts to expire in 2067. The Commission 

needs to keep in mind that the alternative with the widest benefits should be chosen and the 

Commission must evaluate each application to determine their specific allocation. Once this 

process is complete, contracts are drawn up and the Authority's capacity to provide long-term 

power for its customers should not expire for another 50 years. 
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OlslritbllltUMI'f . ,.,.......,. 
Alternative 1 

I liiii i!iiil I Schedule A 
t DescripUe>" Schedule A Capacity (190.869 MWJ 

Status Quo 

FOr'l'r'lula: Curtent MW • 1.01 for cap.aeity, MW .&lfoeation/190.869 • 613689 fo( enf!rgv 

Ah~rMtive 1· Schedule A re1nain\ natus quo. All !ntltiei 
CUr'f~fiUy rKi!'iving H~·~r po'"'oer und-i!f the 1987 alloc.ation .are 

allocated the nme in 2017 with a 1%c:~padt\' lr'tetea:se. and a 5" 
energy decrease. Under tt.. Proposed Alter no live, 2ent~ie< tan Feder•l 1987 1987 Anticipated Antic;pattd 

Capacity Energy 
11>0 Feder>l R"""'"'«o TesL Thoy are ED7 and Ot<>tillo WCD. S YrAvg Re:sourc:eTest Allocation .Mocation 2017 5c.he<Jule 2017 S<hedule 

l'iC/llEC .cJDEC 
Al~math-<ei 2 at1d 31ookat solutions to thisi!sue. NOrmalized t.o.ad tfeeds{MW) Sd'll!<luJeA Sd'ledule A A Cap >city AEnOf'6'1 

(MW)From {MWh)Fr<>m 
(MW) 2017 Maximum capacitv Energy (MIV} (MWh) 

1987 1987 
Allocation (MW) {MV/h) Alloc.!t<lon Al loc&tion 

Aguila Irrigation Oistrict 7.84 7.839 2.450 8_3.89 2.474 7,955.237 0.024 {.t33.763] 

Avra Yallev I&DO L.82 L822 0.63() 2,168 1.636 2,04 5.632 0..()06 122.368] 

District 7.95 7.949 ~1!0 liJ.ZO~ 3.0Q9 9,!>7bclb~ f.l.Ol51 (~24.S3~j 

Gorltnl Atllon& watet • & Drainate OIJtrkt - - - - - -
>10 1.56 1.190 0.930 3,164 0.939 3,019.743 0..009 l.t4.2571 

Cortaro MaranaiO 7.19 7.191 6.440 22,003 6.504 20,910.907 0..064 OCI21l9 ' 

ED2 63.54 54.154 19.450 66,47: 19.642 63,154.58: .192 118 .• 1 

EO 3 Pinal (Inc £01] 218.05 204.855 15.900 54,351 16~057 51,627.862 0..15i 

l EO~ Pinal 56.02 5: .. 470 19.450 &0,47: 19.b4Z 1>3,154.837 [1.1.!1; 

lEO S Pinal 27.31 24.566 14.770 50,476 14.916 47,958.712 D.14E 5 17.2~ 

lEO 6 Pinal {Inc EOS M] 36.32 29.327 8.360 28,579 8,443 . 27,145.215 o.os:: 11,.33.785 

I EO 7 Maricopa 12.34 7.873 10.500 35,902 10.604 34,093.871 0.101 

WRMarlcopa 67.47 67.467 l3.390 45,749 13.522 43,47:'.803 a.u: ,27: .1971 

' Yallev Power Olst 27.69 27.691 2.490 8,495 2.515 8,085.118 0.025 1409.8821 
]Maricopa ·~o. Mun. WCD 23.20 17.856 8.840 30,215 8.927 28,703.792 0.081 .St: .2!111 

.McMullen' 17.76 17.76' 3.800 12,974 3.838 12,338.734 0.03~ :635.266 
OcotilloWCO 2.79 1.712 2.390 8,175 2.414 7,760.414 0.024 ].t14.586 

Queen O:el!k 10 11.90 10.146 1.770 6,043 1.788 5,747.253 U.Dl! ]295.147 

Roosevelt 10 17.58 12.701 3.220 11,020 3.252 10,455.454 D.032 ]564.546 

Roosevelt WCO . 11.99 9.795 6.76(1 23,106 6.827 2:.,949.959 ().961 
Salt River Project 6663. 6535.519 311.790 B<_5S9 39.114 0.38'1 

San Tan 10 2.16 1.338 0.520 1,777 0.525 1,688.458 0.005 (88.542] 

Sllvetbe!II&.OO 1.26 1.257 0.710 2,417 0.717 2,305.395 0.007 111.6051 

Tonopal> Irrigation District 10.08 10.077 1.550 5,297 1.565 5,032.905 O.OlS 264.0951 
tiC 14.87 11.655 2.910 9,95; 2.939 9,448.873 .029 504.12: 

189.000 645.9119 190.869 613,689 

Figure 7. Hoover 2017 Allocation Methodologies- Alternative 1 Schedule A Power 
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Alternative 1 J'V-r-. 
(A 

• E~rcsrmaoJ Schedule 8 
I sp..,.dsbeet Description Schedule B capacity (189.860 MW) 

Stat\ISQUO 

fonnulo= Cutrent MW • I.,QI Ior cop•city, Ml'l olloutio'l/190.869 • 613689 for enorgy 

AJterms tivl! 1 ·Schedule 8 r~im. st:Jt'U! quo. All entitid 
currently receiving HDO\>er power under the 1987 :dkla:tion .are 

Antidpatod .:!!llotated the ume in 2017v.•ith .1!11 1Kap-x:ity lnc:re~anda S" Fedorol 
1987 1987 An<ieip•u.d 2011 C.p•<lty Enersy 

ene:rgv decrea~e-- S Yr Avg RMourct:Te~t 
AJbc::ostion Allocation 

12017 Sclrerlllk 
ScheduloB lr CJt)CC 11«:/DEC 

NorrN ii:.ed Need•{MWJ Sdler!ui•B Sdredult! B 
B Co pocity 

Energy (MWhl IMIVIFrotn (MWh)From 
Lo•diMWI 2017 Moximum 

IC•J>Ocity .• 0 ,(MWhl 
(MW) 

~tion 1987 1987 
Allocation Allocation 

IAI!'ulla lrtlgatlon Olsttkt 7.&39 7.839 3.840 ~ ~ ~1 0.(138(1 (213.3091 
fi\Vrit - - -
IBucteve we District - - - -
Co!ntr>l Ari"'n• WAle< >& 484545 - 484.545 161.600 182~ ~ ~ ~ 1.59&4 19. 17.l.S11 
Chandler Hel~hts I[ - - . - -
I Cortaro Matana 10 . . 

_ . - -
Itt . . . . . -
lEO lPinal (Inc EOl) - . - . -
:0 4 Pinal - . . . -

S Pinal . - - - - . 
:o ~ , Pinal line EOS M} . . . . 

. - . . -
I EO a Maricopa 61.467 67.46' 10.810 Il,lB~ 10.9 1.580.470 1.1069 (604.5301 

t Yallev Power 0151 - - -
I Marlcooa Co. Mun. w<.o - - . 
IM<Mullen 1 r.761 17.76. 5.290 5,970 ~.342 5,667.039 0.0523 (302.961 

- - -
ICiJJeen Creek 10 - - -
I Roosevelt ID - . - -
I Roosevelt WCD - -
I Salt Rlver Prolect - - -
ISiln TaniD - - -
ISIMIWUI&DD - - - - -
!Tonopah lntga!lon Di•trla - - . - -

<10 - . - - - -
'P~Re-Own 25.405 14.468 1.040 1,173 1.050 1 ,1!4.225 O.Olll (S8. 77SI 
Safford- oso 19.797 18.656 2.080 ~ 3:_l()_l_ ~0 omo (U6.7501 
Tha!dler- OSO 7.020 5.503 1.050 ,1155 l.060 ll4.838 0.010 (60.1621 

oso 7.213 5.213 .2.90 '580 2.3: !,453. o..u; 126.7831 

1811.000 212,000 189..860 201,400 

Figure 8. Hoover 2017 Allocation Methodologies- Alternative I Schedule B Power 
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o&trkts 11«6vlttg '17 AlT«CCtloit 

l Dfsarfets, 

Alternative 1 • ,,_ .......... , ll«eMtlg .. , ............,. 

I I fJtc ,S)!fem} JU"""""""' 
r. 

I " ''liiiii I Schedule 02/ A 
Schedule 02/A Capacity (8.S42 MW) 

New Entitles 
Alternative 1 • SC.hedule 02/A li.su all entities that are not 

currently receilling Sdledule A 0< 8 and have prOVided data. formula: 5 Year toad Avg/Total5 Year Load '8.542 To determ.ine Capadty AIIO<ation tO.! MW Mlnimum 
Olstri~ts !lave f~st prlotlty. Total d~trlct reqU!!ru are less than AI iDeation), capacity Allocauon/8.542 • 20.1!56.975(MWh) to determine Enet.S'( Allocation 

the 8542MW total of Schedule 02/A therefore all districts 
I receive their requested allotment. The remaJning entitles 5 ~ar 
••erage NO<ma11zed loads are totaled and the Federal Resou"e• 
they c.urreo~ tlv receive are subtracted. Each entities lOad IS equal Federal 
to a p<!r«!!ltage of the total load. This percentage is applied to 

rn<>UUILC ·=· 2011 Schedule 2017 Schedule 
12017 

Anticipated 
the remainin~ 02/A allotmeM of 4.294MW to determine theit SYrAvg 

Needs(MW) i" of TotalS 01 Capad.ty 01 Energy 2017 Schedule 
aUotment. If the allotment L< less than the O.lMW mlninnum Normali>ed 

2017 IYrAvg loa<l AllocaUon ADocation 
Sclledule 02/ A 

02/AEnergv 
t hey are moved to sc:he<lule 02/B. The temalniJl« entities in toad(MW) 

Ma.dmum (MWI fMWh) 
Capildty (MW) 

{MWh) 
02/A have the load retotaled, the percentage recalculated Md Allocation 

applied to the remaini!'lg attotment pool todetermil)!! the it 
eapadty and enetgy allotment. lor 2017. 

1.500 o..soo 0.500 1.220.848 

IM!IItham ltr1pllon DIRtlct 0.220 0.220 0.220 537.173 

'Dls!lict 0.567 0.567 0.567 1,384.442 

oltrlpdon lliWict 0.468 0.468 0.468 1,142.7111 

[Gila Ylllell lfltlalkln lllstrlcl 2.493 2.493 ~ 6,087.150 

!Mesa (Inc AzPPA share) 83.110 68.419 8.60!11 ~ 901.548 

[Williams 
IAvra Water ~ 
!Duncan Valley EC 
l~raham County EC 43.543 43.231 5.4391 0.312 681.163 0.233 569.652 

IMohaveEC 199.257 198.112 24.9091 1.145 2,499.781 1.069 2,610.491 

!EC 80.339 72.451 9.11" 0.888 1,9"38.695 0.391 954.677 

l5ulpttur Sprlngs EC 199.243 196.512 24.7091 2.731 5,962361 ~ 2.589.408 
ITRICO EC 168.878 lb5>.878 20.85')1 _;t_OIJ(J -~~ _O.!j!l~ 2,185.758 

Chandler • Citv 

IG8bert 
t.:L>ruW ... City 

Peorii · Town 
:rn.t.A>I'!- City 34.697 32.331 4.0691 2.366 5,165.487 0.174 426.019 
Tempe-oty 

Tucson-Oty 20.000 18.752 2.36% 1.248 2,72 •• 653 0.101 147.093 

Oro Valley- Town 
Page Water Utility 

:_-:; 

829.067 795.686 1.000 U.690 25,521.7116 8.542 20,856.975 

Figure 9. Hoover 2017 Allocation Methodologies- Alternative 1 Schedule D2/A Power 
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Altemallve 1 • Sdtedule 02/B lists an entJtle5 that are not 

currently recefvlng Schedule A, 8, or 02/A aoo have provided 

dau. Tlw! entities 5 year .Wefa!:e Normalized loads are totaled 

nd the Federal Resources they curren!ly receive are subtra~ted. 

entitles load Is equal to a percentage of 11\e total load. This 
percent;,ge i5 applied to the 02/B aJiotmf:<nt of 2.968MW to 

determine their 2017 allotment. E.ntl!ie5 not meetitlg the 
O.l MW mlnimurn al lotmel\t are highlighted In yellow. Their 

lndivldua1allotment will <>eed to be adjusted. 

Alternative 1 
Schedule 02/B 

formula= 5 Yeat loadAvg/TOt:liS Year toad•2.968 To determine Capacity Allocation (O.lMW Minimum 
Al.locatJon). QpacityAIJocation/2.963 • 4,256.025 to determine Er>ergy AllocatiOn 

Federal 
Resource Test 2017 2017 Schedule Anticipated Anticipated 

SYr Avg 
NeedsjMW) %of Total OlCapacity 01 E.nergy 2017 Schedule 2017 Sdtedule 

Normalized 

Load (MW} 
1017 A''£ load Allocation Allocation 02/B Capacity 02/8 Energy 

M.Wrr>t1111 (MW) (M\';1>) lMW) (MI'Ih) 

AUocatlon 

70.700 63.481 LOOO 2.594 5,663.262 2.968 4,256.025 

Figure 10. Hoover 2017 Allocation Methodologies- Alternative 1 Schedule D2/B Power 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ANALYSIS OF THE MUTAUL GAINS APPROACH 

The purpose and philosophy behind the Mutual Gains Approach is to minimize the 

skepticism concerning the efficacy of negotiations between regulators and regulatees (Susskind, 

Levy, and Thomas-Larmer 2000). Both sides often believe that trying to have negotiations end 

in their favor will only anger the other party and significantly decrease the efficacy of the 

negotiation. With the Mutual Gains Approach, it is believed that beneficial negotiations "can 

result in gains for both regulators and regula tees, and for the community at large". First, it is 

essential th~t all sides exercise agency discretion. The Hoover Power Allocation Post-2017 

closely follows this guideline. For instance, regulators (being the Arizona Power Authority) 

exercise discretion by recognizing they have power under Arizona State Law, but also knowing 

they have to execute the allocation in a fair and just manner for all parties invoived. Regulatees 

(being the prospective Purchasers and current customers) are aware that each entity is different 

and their applications will be tailored to fit their certain needs and will be evaluated for 

allocation on a case-by-case basis, with overall expectations needing to be followed. Finally, 

the community has supported the Arizona Power Authority due to the open and transparent 

process that they have set forth for power allocation post-2017. Meetings, with the exception of 

executive session, are held for public view and commentary. The Authority even created a 

Preliminary Process for the public to comment on allocation draft plans in order to not be 

constrained by strict deadlines formed by law. 

Another key concept of the Mutual Gains Approach is the best alternative to a negotiated 

agreement, referred to as BATNA. This is "each patiy's best estimate of what he or she will do 
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ifno agreement is reached" (Susskind, Levy, and Thomas-Larmer 2000). Meaning that if after 

negotiations, the outcome is not better than one's BATNA, then one should walk away from the 

negotiations. With this in mind, the Mutual Gains Approach has four steps to follow in order to 

challenge the conventional way of going about regulator/regulatee negotiations: 

1. Prepare 

2. Create Value 

3. Distribute Value 

4. Follow Through 

After reviewing the parts of the Hoover Power Allocation Post-2017 Process that have passed 

and those planned to come in the future, this process can be seen as an excellent exan1ple of the 

Mutual Gains Approach. Step one is to prepare for negotiations. The Arizona Power Authority 

has done well by taking the time to create a draft allocation plan that was not under any law 

constraints that would cut discussions or public opinion short. By having the Preliminary 

Process, they thought about their customers' opinions and how they could contribute to 

negotiations. Also, the potential purchasers have prepared for the post-2017 allocation by 

continuing to be a reliable customer that is able to renew a contract or by gaining eligibility as a 

new entity for a first-time contract. Second, the Authority has created value by having low-cost 

hydroelectric power available for the next 50 years. They are also creating value by making sure 

the allocation has the most benefit for the overall well being of Arizona. Potential customers are 

creating value by retaining and obtaining eligible applicant status in order to purchase said 

power. Without customers, the power that the Authority has to sell would have little value. 
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Therefore, the potential Purchasers are creating a demand for the Authority's product and 

creating more value to the Hoover power. 

The third step to the Mutual Gains Approach is distributing that value. The Authority has 

a track recorded of distributing power to contract holders for the past 64 years. Current 

customers and potential new customers are willing to compromise given their power might 

exceed Arizona's allocation. Respectful public forums and meetings have shown that each 

customer wants to voice their opinion, but they are aware of the divisions and decisions that need 

to be made with the limited resource given to the Authority. Finally, each side will surely follow 

through if the steps to process remain as planned. As of now, no customers have been chosen for 

the post-2017 allocation. Nevertheless, if history is an indicator for the Authority and. since low

cost, clean energy is an incentive for Arizona businesses, municipalities, and individuals, there is 

no doubt that both the regulator and regulatee will follow thr<?ugh vyith their specific contr~ctual 

obligations. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR ARIZONA'S HOOVER POWER ALLOCATION 

As explained in comparison to the Mutual Gains Approach, the majority of this process 

has been transparent, just, and expedient thus far. However, the Arizona Power Authority has 

392.239 megawatts of power to allocate across the state of Arizona and the Commission must 

decide what allocation plan provides the Arizona economy with the most benefit. 

If the AP A were a for-profit business, it would most likely use the market for distribution 

of its power. One option would be an auction. The entities with the ability to pay the highest 

price would be able to purchase the power and give the AP A a high profit margin. A second 

option would be to simply sell the power on the free market. This would allow the market to 

reach a specific price where amount of power being supplied and the demand for power 

intersects (see Graph 1). 

Q* Quantity 

Graph 1. Supply and Demand graph exhibiting equilibrium at a certain price and quantity. 

With either of these market processes, the Arizona Power Authority would not have to determine 

price or allocation because the economic market would do that by adhering to the Law of Supply 
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and Demand. However, the Arizona Power Authority is not based on for-profit gains and this is 

the exact reason why Arizona law stipulates that a commissioner cannot be "associated with any 

public service cooperation engaged in generating, distributing, or selling power to the public 

generally in this state for profit" (Title 30, Section 1 05). This is to ensure that the Commission 

will seek to enhance the overall economic welfare of Arizona by way of appropriately allocating 

low-cost power to its qualified entities. This is also why the price of power is not under the 

control of the Arizona Power Authority. The low-cost price is determined by the federal 

government as to what they see as an appropriate cost below true market value for certain entities 

in Arizona, California, and Nevada. 

Unfortunately, there are no clear criteria as to how the APA Commission must do this. 

The Arizona Power Authority had a similar situation in 1987 when contracts were first being 

written for these current entities, but for the post-2017 contracts, another schedule of energy has 

been added and new entities are going to be given the opportunity to access this power. The 

AP A does state that it "anticipates [a] demand for post-20 17 Hoover power [that] will exceed the 

available power supplies and that it will have to apply ... preference provision" (see Chapter 4). 

With the possibility of power supply subject to change each year, the Commission should pre

preference entities according to state law. However, the Authority will not know how many 

entities fall under each category until the finalized applications have been approved. 

Although, it is ce1iain, as of right now, that the Authority has five alternative allocation 

plans. Each alternative has allocated 190.869 MW of power to Schedule A and 189.860 MW of 

power to Schedule B. This is a wise strategy because the Authority has already determined how 

much power is allocated to Schedule A and Schedule B, so distributing to specific entities within 

each Schedule power would be the only task left once applications have been reviewed. The 
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alternative plans do differ in way of Schedule D2 power allocations. In four out of the five 

plans, there is 8.542 MW of Schedule D2/ A power and 2.968 MW of Schedule D2/B power 

allotted to new entities. In the fifth plan, the Schedule D2 power is combined and the group 

category (i.e. districts not receiving 1987 allocation, cities/ towns not receiving 1987 allocation, 

co-operations) must together have a minimum 0.100 MW purchase or they will be removed. At 

this point, it cannot be said as to which alternative will bring greatest welfare because many 

variables are subject to change, including the possibility that more alternative plans may be 

introduced. 

Existing entities and entities speculated to join the post-2017 contracts have voiced their 

opinions on the alternatives. One key issue discussed was how the agricultural load of an entity 

would impact its allocation. Several entities receiving post -1987 power are irrigation and rural 

electrical districts focused on agriculture. As stated above, the Hoover Dam was originally built 

to help develop agriculture, but the agriculture load will not be a factor in deciding power 

allocation for post-2017 contracts. The amount of an agricultural load an entity carries will have 

no basis for preference allocation. This will limit the amount of preferences the Commission 

needs to adhere to when allocating power to each specific entity. 

It is difficult to say which alternative will bring the greatest economic benefit to Arizona, 

since the new Hoover power customers are not known. Within the application, the proposed 

qualified entity will state the amount of electrical power used and where they are currently 

receiving power. Then, from the application, the Commission will decide how much of the 

entity's power usage will be able to come from low-cost Hoover power. By way of allocating 

power to customers, the Commission is adhering to the Equi-Marginal Principle. "The principle 

of equi-marginal utility explains the behavior of a consumer in distributing his limited income 
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among various goods and services. This law states that how a consumer allocates his money 

income between various goods so as to obtain maximum satisfaction" (dineshkbaski.com 2015). 

From this definition, the principle can be "applicable to [any] situation where a limited resources 

[APA power, for instance] needs to be allocated among more than one independent uses" 

(Universal Teacher 2015). The Power Authority has a limited, or fixed resource, Hoover power, 

and the Commission has to allocate in a way that will maximize the satisfaction of Arizona 

economy. There is no true standard of measurement for what methodology will bring about the 

best outcome because this process has only been done once before and that was under different 

circumstances. However, the Commission will have to meticulously decide what entity gets 

what power. Historic precedent might take place for entities that have proved to be reliable 

customers for the post-1987 power, but new entities will still have a fair chance to receive their 

share of power. These allocations will most likely have to bring about compromises due to the 

limited power to supply to each qualified entity, but the Commission is absolutely boUlld by 

Arizona State Law to allocate fairly and conclude with the best economic benefit for Arizona. 

Although there may not be a clear way to know how the Commission will finally decide how to 

allocate the post-2017 Hoover power, it can be noted that the Arizona Power Authority will 

negotiate and defend their allocations within the legality of the law and the duty they have to 

general public of Arizona. 
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DEFINITIONS 

1. Schedule A Power- Long term contingent capacity and associated firm energy 

reserved for renewal contract offers to current Boulder Canyon Project contractors. 

2. Schedule B Power- Contingent capacity resulting from the uprating program and 

associated firm energy 

3. Schedule C Power- Excess energy. 

4. ScheduleD Power- Long term schedule D resource pool of contingent capacity and 

associated firm energy for new allocates. 

5. The Red book- Authority set forth allocation principles and methods that it used to 

allocate Schedule A and B power to selected entities. Explains purpose and effect of 

recapture provision for Schedule B, which included benefit to Central Arizona Water 

Conservation District for Central Arizona Project water supply. 

6. Western Area Power Administration- Market and transmit wholesale electricity 

from multi-use water projects. One of four marketing administrations within the 

United States Department of Energy. 

7. Long Term Power- Any supply of Power that is available to the Arizona Power 

Authority for a period more than 366 consecutive days and that is subject to the 

jurisdiction of, and disposition by, the Arizona Power Authority including any power 

recaptured by the Arizona Power Authority and any power tendered or relinquished 

by a Purchaser. 

8. Power Purchase Certificates - The certificate required before a purchaser enters 

into a Power Sales Contract under A.R.S. ~30-151 et. seq. 
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9. Power Sales Contract - A Contract under which the Arizona Power Authority sells 

Long Term Power to a Purchaser. 

10. Short Term Power - Any supply of Power that is available to the Arizona Power 

Authority for a period no more than 366 consecutive days 

11. Qualified Entity - Any entity that is eligible to purchase Power from the Arizona 

Power Authority under A.R.S Title 30, Chapter 1 or A.R.S. Title 45, Chapter 10. 

12. Recapture - The recovery or retaking by the Arizona Power Authority from a 

Purchaser of Long Term Power that exceeds the Purchaser's needs, for reallocation 

among other qualified entities 
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